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While the news of the day (and week) is filled with reports of sexual misdemeanors, it's hard to pick a particular teen contestant's most surprising revelation. But actress Rosario Dawson comes closest to it in her winning autobiography, Accidentally Famous. On page 124, Ms. Dawson tells how she was the first black person to win an Oscar in 1996. She
was with her boyfriend at the time, Billy Corgan of The Smashing Pumpkins. It was around the same time that Oscar winner Barbra Streisand was discovered picking up cigarette butts on the street. On page 134, singer-songwriter Pat Benatar confesses she smoked pot with her boyfriend at a party in the early 1980s. For a more in-depth look at celebrity
sex scandals, the Times ran an online feature last week on a long list of celebrities who've had their own wild sex lives. Get your friends into FIFA Ultimate Team and start competing against them in the ultimate football video game - FIFA 19. Experience authentic team football like never before, with brand-new features, gameplay innovations and game
modes from around the world. FIFA 19 includes a few new features and user interface improvements, as well as an all-new Career Mode. Perform spectacular skills like the Overhead Kick or Butt-kick, train your move set in My Player, and take control of the creative art of the Neymar Challenge. FIFA 18 and FIFA 19 are the best football video games ever
made. All the current kits have been given the once over to make sure everything looks and feels as weve got used to, and you will notice some great innovations on FIFA 19. The new Penalties System ensures every penalty is fair and determined by an exact science. The new Quick Player Career Mode lets you take on a manager role and take over a
senior team. You can also take the Ultimate Team into the next level and compete against real players from around the globe.
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